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Answer All Three臆宣!壁) Questions

Avogadro constat (既)

Atomic mass unit (a柵t)

Bol伽a皿○○n鮒(庇)

Electron charge (e)

Electron mass (肌。)

Faraday constant (F)

Gas c○nsta加(只)

Planck constant (九)

Proton mass (m,)

Speed of lig庇(c)

Vacu皿pem誼iv吋(80)

こ6.022 Ⅹ 1023皿ol‾1

= 1.6606 x lOT27 kg

= 1.3806Ⅹ 10-23 JK‾1

=-1.602Ⅹ 10-19c

=9.109x lO-31 kg

=9.6485 Ⅹ 104 c脚「1

= 8.31446 J K-1 m01-1

= 0.08021 dm3 atm K-1 mol‾1

=6.626Ⅹ 10‾34Js

= 1.673 x lO‾27kg

=2.998Ⅹ 108ms‾1

こ8.854Ⅹ 10-12「1 c2調書

1 atm=760 mmHg= 1.01325 bar= 101325 Pa

2.303 (RT/F) = 59.15 mV at298.15 K

l eV= 1.6022x lO‾19J



Ol. Answer all parts

(a) Consider也e following Hamiltonia誌operator.

膚= H工(ql)十膚2(qz)十膚3(q3)

where ql, q2 and q3 are three independent sets of coordinates.

(i) If擁(qz) and Ei are the eigenfunction and corresponding eigenvalue of the operator

垂(qi), reSPeCtively, where i = 1, 2, 3, Show也at也e eigenftmction ofH are given by the

product of血e eigenfunctions巾! (i.e.,巾(ql. q2, q3) =血(ql)叫2(q2)擁(q3)), and也e

eigenvalue of H is血e sunof血e eigenvalues E証e., E = El + F2 + E3)

(20ma庇s)

(ii) The nomalized wavefunction巾and energy E ofa particle in one-dimensional box are

擁=(拒n㈲ き=札γ,0γZ aれd　れi=1,2,3.・〇・

需九Z

四日園面

where m and Li are the mass ofparticle and box length’reSPeCtively.

(主) Using the relations that you derived in part (i) above, Obtain expressions for the

wavefunction and energy of a particle in a three-dimensional box of dinensions

Lズ×Ly xLz・

(20 ma水s)

(II) Find the most probable location ofapa[rticle in a cube when it is in也e ground state.

(10血紺ks)

(b) The diatomic rigid rotor can be viewed as a point with reduced mass # mOVing freely on a

surface of a sphere of radius γ・ The nomalized wavefunction for a such system are called

spherical hamonics Il′肌l, whereにO, 1,2・ … and叩= 0・±1′ ±2・ …・封・

(i) Obtain血e expressions for血e energy and degeneracy g of a rigid rotor言f spherical

hamonics satisfy the equations,

-若鮎=EY and ^2Yこ-机1)Y

QO皿aks)

(ii) Ifthe frequency ofthe transition betveen the two Iowest energy rotational states of lH35cl

is 6.4 × 1011s‾1, Calculate its moment ofinertia.

(15m紬ks)
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(iii) Calculate the magnitude ofthe angular moment for Z = 1 state, COmPOneutS Of血e

angular momentum along the z -aXis, and the angles血at the momentun vector makes

to the z-aXis.　　　　　　　　‘

(15 ma血s)

02. Answer all parts

Vibration-rOtation spectrum of carbon monoxide (I2c16o) was studied by Naiman et al. (Joumal

of Chemical Education, 1996). It has been reported that each absoxption band is observed to be

split into two sets of cIosely spaced peaks. The spectral data of the first few consecutive lines of

first two spectra is given in瓜e following tabl?.

(i) The vibration-rotation energy is given by

E硬二BJ(J十1)一朗(J十1)2十(V+幸-(V+車重Cm‾1

Giving the assumptions you make’Show that血e general equations for the first vibrational

transitidn瓜at describe血e appearance oftwo sets ofline spectra is given by

豆=九十2勅諭‾1皿二±l・±2・±3・…

A11 symboIs have their general meanlngS.

(40 m紬ks)

(ii) Calculate the oscillation frequency (のand the anhamonicity constant ( x。)

(15皿紺ks)

(iii) Taking the assunption that 2岳in血e equation in above part (i) can be approximated to

(島+ g。), wherev≠0, Calculate the rotationwibration constant ( α ), and the rotational

constant at the equilibrium bond distance (Be)・

(30 marks)

(iv) Deduce血e following relationship for the second vibration transition血at describes the

appearance oftwo sets of line spectra’

豆。 =4259.4+3.86m cm‾1 m =±1’±2,±3…・
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03. Answer all parts

(a)　　　　　　　　　　　　イ

(i)　State spin selection rule and orbital symmetry selecfron rule pertaining to electronic

transitions.

(20 m紺ks)

(ii) Explain why the n → 71 * electronic transitions show weak absorption compared to血at

ofthe?[-→ 7t * electronic transitions.

(15皿ar速)

(b) Fo11owing diagram shows how瓜e electrohic and vibrational energy levels in也e grourrd state

(So) and first excited state (Sl) of molecule A are related to血eめsorption and fluorescence

emission spectra.
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Explain why O葛O band at slightly diffdent waveleng血even though we would expect血e O-O

band for abso岬tion and emission to occur at the sane wavelength according to the energy

level diagram.

(10皿紬ks)

(C) Consider the following reaction sequence for the deactivation process of也e excited SI State

血the presence of quencher Q.
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s「上し→S。十h>

sl 」su韮一Tl　+ heat

sl --迩→So +　heat

sl+Q±→So .Q*

(i) Write expressions for也e rate of deactivation of Sl energy State in血e presence arrd

absence of血e quencher.

(10ma血s)

(ii) Derive the expression for the ratio of quantun yield of fluorescence in the presence (叫)

and absence (畔) ofQ

・　　　　　　(15 m狐ks)

Gii) Show血at

箪= 1 + Ko [Q] , Where KQ is the Stem- Vo血er Quenching constant・

㊥f

、　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(05皿紬ks)

(iv) When tetra(ketocarboxamide) is added tb a dilute so皿on of authra∞ne in DMF

fluorescence observed in a血racene is quenched. Ifyou have facilities to measure excited

singlet state lifetime in血e laboratory how would you dctem血e the bimolecular rate

constant for quenching of anthracene singlet excited state by tetraacetocarboxanide)?

(10ma血s)

(d)

(i) Write an equation using standard notation to show triplet-triplet energy transfer between

donor (D) and acceptor (A) molecules.

(05皿a血s)

(ii) Draw an appropriate diagram to show electron movemeIit occurring in triplet巾iplet

energy transfer by血e exchange mechanism.

(10marks)
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